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The LMPost is a bimonthly LMP e-newsletter created by grad students for

grad students at UTSG. It features news, articles, and announcements

about student and academic life, both on and off campus. By including

upcoming events, student talent and alumni spotlights, career development

and volunteer opportunities, successful grads and transfers, etcetera, we

hope to engage all LMP graduate students across the various research

locations.
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: ANNIE REN

LMPost
Annie Ren is currently a first year PhD student in LMP having

completed her MSc at the University of British Columbia, and

is co-supervised by Dr. Eleftherios Diamandis and Dr. Andrei

Drabovich. However, when she isn’t working on novel

diagnostic biomarkers for prostate cancer, Annie operates a

successful greeting card business on Etsy.com called

LoveNCreativity.

We were delighted to speak with Annie about how she

balances graduate studies and running a small business.

Keep reading for an exclusive LMP coupon code to her shop!

LMPOST

ANNIE

L

A

What is your card shop LoveNCreativity all about?

LoveNCreativity focuses on being cute, funny, and punny. It appeals to a certain

niche who like these things. Right now it’s a selection of hand drawn greeting

cards, and to branch out I’ve started adding buttons. I also have some t-shirts but

they aren’t in store right now.

L

A

Sounds fantastic, how do you come up with your ideas?

So most of the puns and designs I come up with myself, and some are

suggestions from friends. I don’t sit there and say I’m going to think of three puns,

it happens everyday during the commute or wherever. When I think of something,

I always write it down immediately on my phone. And the idea changes, I mean

sometimes the end product is not exactly what I wrote in the notes, but you just

keep track of your thought process that occurs.

How do you go from that to getting a finished card into customers’ hands?

What I do is I hand draw the design with pencils, fine marker, and pencil crayons.

So after drawing, I scan and digitize it using Photoshop and vectorize the lines so

they are clear, but still keep that hand drawn pencil crayon look. Then finally I

have my printing source in the States print in bulk and deliver them to me. And so

once you get the product you also have to take pictures. That’s an important part

too, your pictures have to be really nice for people to want to buy it!

L

A

So then have you always been interested in the arts?

Ever since, I think when I was 5, I was in my first arts class drawing cartoon

things. But then in elementary school and high school I took drawing classes in

my free time. I started out with anime drawing …
Continued on next page.
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So then have you always been interested in the arts?

… and then I moved to sketching and painting, but the thing is they are so time

consuming. So when I started the shop I had actually not drawn for a long time, but one

day I just decided to draw something because I saw so many cards on Pinterest and I

wanted to make my own.

L

A

Do you ever feel like it gets in the way of your research?

I don’t think it takes time away from research. Its like having a 

hobby that happens to make you money.

L

A

What would you say is one of the more difficult or complicated parts about

running your business?

Definitely finding time in between doing a PhD and fulfilling orders to create new cards.

The sales come in spurts so you’ll get a huge increase just before Valentine’s day,

graduation, mother’s day, fathers day, and then Christmas. So you do have downtime in

between, but at the same time that can line up with your research project and deadlines

for scholarships and things like that. So actually finding time to make new cards is really

difficult. That said, it only takes me like one night to actually design and draw a new card

because I have all my ideas listed. Sometimes though, you just want downtime to

yourself, its not like I want to make new cards in all of my spare time!

L

A

What do you find most fulfilling about LoveNCreativity?

In the beginning it was really just for fun, being able to sell

something you made and the idea that someone somewhere

in the world is giving your card to someone else. And then the

actual income kind of happened, and that was cool. Many

shops on Etsy are doing better than mine even though they

started after me. But I’m not going to compare myself to them

because I need to focus on my studies. I don’t have the time to

promote on social media once a day or put it on Instagram, or

make new cards every season …

Okay, so which card has your favourite pun?

I will always have a special place in my heart for the Pho card

(left) because it was my first one and it’s what made

LoveNCreativity so popular – but it’s hard to choose!

Currently, I also really like this card with Pizza (bottom right).

L

A

Continued on next page.
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Even though it’s just for fun, you do employ a small team of people in both the

USA and Canada, so how do you coordinate with your team?

We do everything remotely. I found the printing shop online. They’re a small company but

they have really great customer service. They really helped me with my products – to

print them on time with nice quality. And besides that, my employees are my friends. My

shop gets really busy before Valentines day and I used to draw each card by hand, so

the first Valentines day was crazy, my most popular card sold out! I was drawing twenty

cards every

L

A

cards every night, I was going crazy. So

before the next Valentine’s day I told my

friend that I wanted to digitize and print the

cards to avoid going through that stress

again. During that time I was doing my

master’s at UBC, and another grad

student’s girlfriend knew Photoshop so we

worked together to digitize everything and

then she became part of the team. I also

get a lot of messages from customers, so

one of my other friends offered to be my

customer service rep, so that really helps.

L

A

So you mentioned your friends from UBC, what influenced your decision to move

to Toronto and how did you cope with moving?

Well I did both my undergrad and master’s at UBC, so I really wanted to move east and

UofT was my top choice. I used to live in a small city outside of Vancouver so I would

have to commute and hour and a half to get to the lab. Now I live right downtown, and

there is so much to do everyday, so that’s the big difference, but it’s a good difference.

I’m really enjoying it.

What do you think was the most critical source of support?

I think trying to make new friends helps a lot. So when I was looking for roommates I

used the U of T roommate search group and it really helped me make friends. You’re in a

city with so much to do so you’d be really lonely if you had no one to do them with. So

establishing some new friends is very important.

L

A

What do you find most fulfilling about LoveNCreativity?

… Its really just for fun. I feel that if you have that mindset in the beginning, that its for fun

but you are going to try your best, then you have somewhere to go down the road.

L

A
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Lastly, what kind of advice would you give to

someone who wants to start a small business,

especially if it’s different from their science

degree?

I think you have to invest time into it and have a

realistic expectations. Don’t be too hard on yourself

and set little goals. Like in the beginning I’d be thrilled

when I got one order, then it’d eventually became cool

if I get a few orders a week, and now I want one order

a day. You don’t want to disappoint yourself and

become too defeated that you stop. But, at the same

time you want to be putting in effort. I know some

people that don’t put in a lot of effort and then after

people

L

A

So then, what are you ultimate career ambitions?

I always debate between industry or staying academia after my

PhD – I’ve always wanted to do a PhD, but I don’t really know

what I want to do afterwards. During my co-op in undergrad I

did work terms in industry and I really liked the company

environment because it feels like you are part of a bigger team.

There is a streamlined work flow, and I like that. But in

academia its more independent work. I feel like I can adapt to

either, but right now, at this point, I don’t know. As for my shop,

I think I want to build it up to a goal income every year, and if I

could make more income from it, that’d be awesome. I wouldn’t

quit my full time job, but it’d be a nice complementary income.

L

A

LMP students can use coupon code LMP30 to receive 

30% off cards at LoveNCreativity until May 1st, 2017.

“… you don’t always 

have to be in the 

science mindset.”

lot of effort and then after a few months they close their shop.

I think right now with the internet its so easy to do, no one

would even know if you failed. Whatever it is you are

interested in you can look it up and there will be a venue for

that interest you can use to start a business. I feel like you

don’t always have to be in the science mindset. You can

definitely have hobbies that you can somehow make money

out of.
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Title: Bad Project (Lady Gaga parody)

Uploader: ZhengLabProductions

The lyrics will speak to you on another

level if you feel that you’ve ever been

caught up in a project that you think

might be going nowhere.

Title: Some Budding Yeast I Used to Grow 

Uploader: Nathaniel Krefman

Growing yeast may be the bane of your

existence, but they really don’t seem that bad

in plasticine form!

Title: In Da Lab | In Da Club Medical Parody

Uploader: ZDoggMD

The production value of this parody is top

notch! Also, ZDoggMD gets extra points for an

interesting incorporation of the safety shower.

Title: I Love Grad School (Parody) 

Uploader: BEASTretreatskits

This video tries to capture all the realistic

highs and lows of graduate student life.

LMPost
THE TIME POINT ZONE

The Time Point Zone will help you get through time points without having to travel to another

dimension in a spooky elevator. This issue, we’ve selected a few masterpieces of lab

centered music parodies that will keep you occupied in between washes.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fl4L4M8m4d0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkBDMBpPXq2VXnaL1GFSHEQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odxvp-3nSw4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVyQRUakU17tR3CvmHKkAuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqaVacVpbQk
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFyRz1N_T-rnSkbaAH_TFAw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSlLzsuu_y4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVOqZ0T4pLvWdYWW9C8pWtQ
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@clampstagram

CLAMPS WINE AND CHEESE NIGHT!
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SH*T PIS SAY
Share funny and relatable things supervisors say. They can be funny, outrageous, annoying, or

even shockingly strange. Below are real life examples. Care to share? lmpost.utoronto@gmail.com

“You should just do CRISPR, it’s so easy!”

‘Hey, do you mind stopping by my office to talk about something?”

“Sure, but I have a time point in 15 minutes”

“No problem, it’ll be quick!”

*student emerges 4 hours later with 5 new projects*

“If I need to teach you the difference between a p20, p200, and

a p1000, then I don’t know what to say…”
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VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES: SPRING INTO ACTION! 

What: Science Rendezvous “Where Science and People Meet”

Where: Saturday, May 13th, 2017 

When: 11AM-5PM

Science Rendezvous is Canada’s largest celebration of STEM! To commemorate Canada's

150th Birthday and SR‘s 10th anniversary, this year’s theme is Canadians in S.T.E.M.: A

journey through 150 years of Canadian Research & Innovation. There will be close to

50 demo booths, a science chase, and a science fair (10am - 1pm), all centred around the

Canadians in S.T.E.M. theme!

SR will soon be recruiting volunteers to help with and participate in the festivities. From

manning a demo booth, to working behind the scenes to ensure everything runs smoothly,

there are many opportunities available. If you’re interested in helping out, contact Jennifer at

volunteeringuoftsr@gmail.com or visit sciencerendezvousuoft.ca for more information.

@UofTSR@uoftsrfb.com/UofTSR

PI:

Student:

PI:
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http://www.sciencerendezvousuoft.ca/


CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS—HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE REACH!
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CLAMPS DIGEST

CLAMPS is launching a new outreach program called High School Science Reach! The

first annual “Reach” program will be held on Friday March 17th, 2017 after 4pm.

The goal of the program is to broaden high school students' horizons in the world of

science and inform them about the research that goes on at U of T. The event also aims to

give graduate students an opportunity to present complicated science concepts in

layman’s terms, and propagate scientific innovation and knowledge throughout the greater

community.

CLAMPS is looking for graduate students interested in giving a simple 15 minute science

talk about their own research, or a research science topic of their choice, using layman’s

terms. The program is also looking for grads interested in having a student shadow them

in their labs for 20-45 minutes.

If you are interested in participating in the Reach program, to give

a short 15 minute talk, or allowing a student to shadow you, or

both, please fill out the following form. If you have any questions,

please contact CLAMPS’ VP External Krystal Menezes at

k.menezes@mail.utoronto.ca.
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MARCH

APRIL

 PhD Transfer Seminar - March 13th @ 5pm MSB6303

 High School Science Reach! – March 17th 2017 @ 4PM. 

Contact CLAMPS’ VP External Krystal at k.menezes@mail.utoronto.ca for details

 3 Minute Thesis Seminar March 20th @ 5pm MSB 6303

 First Committee Meeting Seminar March 27 @ 5pm MSB 6222

 Graduate Research Conference – April 13th, 2017

UPCOMING EVENTS

DATES TBD

 LMP Talent Show

 CLAMPS Elections

https://goo.gl/forms/E0E6A3fpfD75Epw33
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Filomena Grosso

Fillipe Zhang

CONTRIBUTORS

FOR READERS

Letters to the editor can be sent to lmpost.utoronto@gmail.com and should be 300 words or less,

and may be edited for conciseness and, or clarity. The LMPost reserves the right to edit, alter,

publish, or refuse to publish, anything submitted for publication.

All contributions, comments, suggestions, or complaints should be sent to

lmpost.utoronto@gmail.com, including submissions for Lol My Thesis, Shit PIs Say, and LMPubs.

The views and opinions expressed in the LMPost newsletter do not necessarily reflect the official

views of the Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathobiology, or the Confederation of

Laboratory Medicine and Pathobiology Students (CLAMPS).

The LMPost declares no financial interest in any of the featured businesses, past or present.

Co-Editor in Chief

Co-Editor in Chief

LMP Departmental Co-Editor

Student Spotlight

Sh*t PIs Say

Photography, CLAMPS Wine & Cheese 2017

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

The LMPost is always looking for submissions from LMP students and alumni, including opinion

pieces, be it related to student and campus life, academic and non-academic issues, career

development, upcoming events and volunteer opportunities. For those interested in

contributing to the May 2017 Issue of the LMPost, we will be hosting a general meeting

Monday, March 27th at 2:00 pm in MSB 6222.

Copyright © 2017 LMPost

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted 

in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or 

mechanical methods, without prior written permission. For permission requests, please e-

mail the Editors of the LMPost at lmpost.utoronto@gmail.com.
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